
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT

LOUIS JERRY EDWARDS, et al PLAINTIFFS/APPELLEES. 

VS                                                       NO. 14-1891

JOSEPH M. BECK, et al DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS

MOTION SEEKING LEAVE TO FILE AN AMICUS BRIEF

 The constitutionality of the provisions of Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1304(a) & (b) 

and Ark. Code Ann. § 20-16-1303(d)(3) are as impacting as Roe v Wade, (1973). Neither 

party, including all citations used from the progeny of Roe v Wade, (1973) by each party 

thus far, have accurately followed the honorable Roe v Wade, (1973) suggestion stating 

“other state interests in regulation” besides the rights of the pregnant female and the 

state  duty  to  protect  “living  cells”  within  might  be  controlling.  No  other  interested 

parties have ever been before the courts in any of the progeny of Roe v Wade, (1973). 

Every interested voter in Arkansas is now before the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals 

and a plethora of interested parties besides the state and the parties of this case must not  

remain silent or be silenced.

 There remain serious failures to wholly address the rights of pregnant females to 

artificially  terminate  pregnancies1 in  Act  301. These inadequacies are  not  before the 

1 Females using birth control that fails resulting in pregnancies discovered after 12-weeks gestation are speculative and 
not yet addressed but should be considered in amendments to constitutional Act 301.
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court and these inefficiencies should be left with AR Congress to address. There also 

remain  serious  failures  to  wholly  address  “other  state  interests  in  regulation”2 of 

artificially terminating pregnancies in Act 301.  None of these inadequacies are before 

this court and these inefficiencies should now be left with AR Congress to address  after 

Act 301 is recognized as a constitutional approach to medical regulations not violating 

any controlling interest as ruled in error by Honorable Susan Webber Wright.

 Curtis J Neeley Jr prays for leave to file the attached brief as a “friend of the 

court” to aid the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in consideration of this matter. Few 

humans in history have the wholly unique perspective of Mr Neeley3.  Mr Neeley is 

neither “right wing” or “left wing” yet is following one “Great Counselor” and the short 

attached brief wholly supports ONLY the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Respectfully Submitted,

CURTIS J NEELEY JR
Arkansas citizen

                                                                            By:    /s/ Curtis J Neeley Jr
Arkansas citizen
Curtis J Neeley Jr
2619 N Quality Ln, Suite 123
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72703
(479) 263-4795
curtis(at)curtisneeley.com
Uniquely interested party

2 The rights of “living cell groups” resulting from rapes or incest become controlling when independent life is possible  
and these interests are wholly speculative but controlling and should be addressed by amendments to Act 301 in the  
future.

3 Mr Neeley perceives modern times the way any semi-intelligent “extraterrestrial” alien would due to a TBI.
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